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NOTES 
 
Information furnished by Concurrent Technologies is believed to be accurate and reliable. 
However, Concurrent Technologies assumes no responsibility for any errors contained in this 
document and makes no commitment to update or to keep current the information contained in 
this document. Concurrent Technologies reserves the right to change specifications at any time 
without notice. 

Concurrent Technologies assumes no responsibility either for the use of this document or for any 
infringements of the patent or other rights of third parties which may result from its use. In 
particular, no license is either granted or implied under any patent or patent rights belonging to 
Concurrent Technologies. 

No part of this document may be copied or reproduced in any form or by any means without the 
prior written consent of Concurrent Technologies. 

All companies and product names are trademarks of their respective companies. 

 
CONVENTIONS 
 
Throughout this manual the following conventions will apply: 

• # or * after a name  represents an active low signal. e.g. INIT* or INIT# 
• h denotes a hexadecimal number. e.g. FF45h 
• byte represents 8-bits 
• word represents 16-bits 
• dword represents 32-bits 

 

NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS 
 

NOTE:   Notes provide general additional information. 
 

WARNING:  Warnings provide indication of board malfunction if they are not  
observed. 

 
CAUTION:  Cautions provide indications of board or system damage if they are not  

observed 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
 
 ATA.................................. AT Attachment 
 DIL ................................... Dual In-Line 
 ETH.................................. Ethernet 
 FAP.................................. Fast Action Protocol 
 GND................................. Ground (Power and Signal Common Reference (0V)) 
 IDC................................... Insulation Displacement Connector 
 I/O .................................... Input Output 
 LED.................................. Light Emitting Diode 
 LVD.................................. Low Voltage Differential 
 NC.................................... Not Connected 
 PC-AT.............................. Personal Computer-Advanced Technology 
 SAS.................................. Serial Attached SCSI 
 SATA ............................... Serial AT Attachment 
 SCSI ................................ Small Computer Systems Interface 
 SPKR............................... Speaker 
 TM.................................... Transition Module 
 USB ................................. Universal Serial Bus 
 VCC ................................. Voltage Collector Current 
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1 OVERVIEW 
1.1 Overview 

The RS-485 serial bus is designed to handle multiple devices. However, most RS-485 serial 
devices are point-to-point devices due to the complex hardware needed for Collision Detection 
and Avoidance. 

One way to avoid having complex hardware is to implement a software protocol to enable 
multiple devices to co-exist on a single RS-485 bus. 

The Fast Action Protocol (FAP) from Concurrent Technologies provides the ability for multiple 
RS-485 devices to connect to a RS-485 bus without the need for complex hardware.  

Additionally, FAP has a mechanism for detecting failures in RS-485 devices and a mechanism for 
detecting (but not correcting) incorrect data. 

Since the protocol is proprietary, Concurrent Technologies provides a Driver API that can be 
easily ported to many Operating Systems, providing a clean interface to the user.  

The purpose of this document is to provide an overview of FAP and give details of the API. 
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2 SYSTEM TOPOLOGY 
2.1 System Topology 

A multiple device RS-485 bus can contain many RS-485 participants.  The FAP protocol requires 
one of the participants to be designated as a Master and the rest of the participants be 
designated as Slaves.  The designation is performed in software.  Also, the FAP protocol 
requires all RS-485 devices to operate in Half-Duplex Mode. 
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Figure 2-1  RS-485 2-Device Duplex Mode 
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Figure 2-2  RS-485 2-Device Half-Duplex Mode 
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Figure 2-3  RS-485 More than 2 Devices (MultiDrop) Half-Duplex Mode 
 

NOTE:  For details on configuring RS485 mode on Concurrent Technologies Single 
Board Computers, please refer to the board’s Technical Reference Manual. 
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3 OPERATIONS 
3.1 Introduction 

By specification, the RS-485 bus does not provide for Hardware Collision Detection and 
Avoidance, which implies that no two or more RS-485 entities can simultaneously drive the  
RS-485 bus.  However, various vendors have introduced expensive hardware solutions that 
provide this capability. 

The aim of FAP is to provide a much cheaper software driven alternative thereby avoiding the 
need for expensive RS-485 Collision Detection and Avoidance hardware integrated into RS-485 
devices. 

FAP achieves this by requiring all RS-485 bus participants to transmit data only when 
commanded by a designated arbiter.  This arbiter is known as the FAP Bus Master and all other 
RS-485 bus participating entities are known as FAP Bus Slaves. 

The Master-Slave designation occurs when each device initializes its FAP Driver. Which device 
becomes the Master is entirely up to the user, but a good metric is to designate the most reliable 
RS-485 participant as the Master.  However, the ideal candidate is, besides being the most 
reliable RS-485 participant, is an entity that is least busy tending into other activities. 

Without a designated Master, FAP will not operate.  However, this does not prevent Slaves from 
communicating with each other, as long as they do not use FAP. 

The Master and the Slaves are all configured through the fapConfig() API call (a flag in this 
call differentiates Master from Slaves).  Before making this call, the user needs to first call the 
fapInit() API call to initialise the internals of the FAP driver (see the API section). 

When a Slave is connected as a FAP bus Slave, it is given a unique non-zero ID by the user 
(part of the fapConfig() call). Since a Slave never transmits without being commanded by the 
Master, the Master needs to be aware of the fact that a new Slave has now entered the RS-485 
bus. This awareness is provided to the Master by the API call fapAddSlave() at the Master 
Device. 

FAP requires all RS-485 bus participants to operate in half-duplex mode. In other words, the four 
RS-485 differential signals Tx+/Tx- and Rx+/Rx- are concatenated into two signals, Tx+/Rx+ and 
Tx-/Rx- which are designated as Dx+ and Dx- (this requires the bus participant to be in open 
collector mode when not driving these signals, which is the default for half-duplex RS-485 
entities).  The other advantage of this configuration is that it removes the need for special cables 
(NULL Modem Cables) that are normally required for Serial Point-to-Point communications. 

A FAP transmission takes the form of a multiple-byte entity known as a packet.  Each packet 
contains the sender’s ID, the receiver’s ID, the size of the packet and a FAP message and, 
optionally, data.  All RS-485 participants, except the sender will receive the packet and if it is not 
addressed to the participant, the participant will discharge it.  Each packet is preceded by the 
FAP marker 'cCtRsFeF' and is terminated by a CRC. 

The message type of packet that is transmitted on the FAP RS-485 bus depends on the FAP 
phase.  There two phases are known as the ID Cycle and the Data Cycle, are initiated by the 
Master and used as a way to organize data transmission.  

The following sections give a high level overview of the roles of the Master and the Slaves. 
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3.2 Master Device 
The entire FAP RS-485 bus is controlled by a user designated Master which arbitrates and 
controls all activities on the bus.  By default, its ID is Zero. 

Before a Slave can participate on a FAP RS-485 bus, the Master needs to be aware of the Slave 
Device.  Since this “awareness” is not an automated process, the user makes the Master aware 
of the Slave by calling the API function fapAddSlave() at the Master device.  Internally, the 
Master maintains a list of all participating Slaves. 

The FAP Master starts the protocol by initiating an ID Cycle.  During this cycle, it presents each 
individual Slave on the Slave List with a QUERY_ID message.  A Slave needs to respond back 
with an ID message within 1 second or the Slave will be marked as a non-Active Slave.  

If any Slave on the Slave List is marked as non-Active, the Master will re-initiate an ID Cycle 
every 30 seconds until the Slave responds with a valid ID message.  The 30 second duration is 
configurable using the fapConfig() API call.  If the Slave has been removed, the user needs 
to remove the Slave from the Master’s Slave list by calling the fapRemSlave() API function to 
avoid the Master initiating an unnecessary ID Cycles. 

After the end of an ID Cycle, the Master will enter the DATA Cycle and will present each Active 
Slave with a SEND_DATA message.  The Slave can then transmit data to other Slave/s or the 
Master. 

When a Slave has completed sending out data, the Master expects to receive a DATA_DONE 
message from the Slave.  Besides sending back the DATA_DONE message, the Slave needs to 
respond back with the DATA_DONE message within 15 seconds of receiving the SEND_DATA 
message.  If not, the Master marks the Slave as non-Active and will trigger an ID cycle.  
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3.3 Slave Devices 
FAP achieves Collision Detection and Avoidance by requiring all RS-485 devises to transmit only 
when commanded by the Master.  Thus, a Slave transmits data onto the RS-485 bus only when 
commanded.  To facilitate communications between the Master and Slaves, the user assigns 
each Slave with a unique non-zero ID. This is done with the API call fapConfig() at the Slave 
Device (for the Master to become aware of the Slave, the user needs to make the API call 
fapAddSlave() at the Master. See API call fapAddSlave()). 

The messages that authorize a Slave to transmit onto the RS-485 bus are the QUERY_ID 
message and the SEND_DATA message with the slave's unique ID embedded in them. 

A Slave has to respond to a QUERY_ID message with an ID message within one second. Only 
then will the Master present the Slave with SEND_DATA messages.  Otherwise, the Master will 
mark the Slave as non-Active and will not issue a SEND_DATA message which will prevent the 
Slave from transmitting data to other RS-485 devices. 

When the Slave receives a SEND_DATA message, it transmits data to other Slaves or the Master. 
The Slave needs to complete sending data within 10 seconds and send back a DATA_DONE 
message to the Master.  If it cannot send all its data, it needs to wait for the next SEND_DATA 
message from the Master.  During its allocated time frame, the Slave can send multiple DATA 
messages to other FAP RS-485 devices. 

If the Slave has no data to transmit, it needs to immediately send back a DATA_DONE message to 
the Master, otherwise, the Master will mark the Slave as non-Active. 

If the Slave never responds to a QUERY_ID message or a SEND_DATA message, the Master will 
mark the Slave as non-Active.  If the Slave still intends to participate in any bus transactions, it 
needs to wait for the next ID Cycle where it will be presented with a QUERY_ID message, 
otherwise, the user needs to remove the Slave from the Master’s Slave list by making the API 
call fapRemSlave(). 

A slave receives all incoming message, but disregards messages that are not addressed to it. 
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3.4 Handshaking 
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Figure 3-1 Typical ID Cycle 
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Figure 3-2 Typical Data Cycle 
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Figure 3-3 Typical ID/Data Cycles with Inactive Slave 
 

Since Slave 3 responded with an ID Message, the Master will not enter an ID Cycle again, unless 
any Slave fails to respond with a DATA_DONE message. 
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3.5 Message Structure 
Protocol Header = 8 Bytes 

Size = 2 Bytes 

Message = 1 Byte 

Destination ID = 1 Byte 

Source ID = 1 Byte 

Data = 0 to 1024 Bytes 

 

C Code Structure 
#define  MAX_PKT_SIZE   1024 
 
typedef  struct    pktT 
{ 
    u8   sig[8]   ; 
    u16  msg      ;  
    u8   dst      ; 
    u8   src      ; 
    u8   data     [MAX_PKT_SIZE] ; 
} pktT ; 

 

3.5.1 Messages 

SEND_DATA Message 

 

[cCtRsFef] 8 bytes 

[size] 2 bytes “13” 

[msg] 1 byte  “0” 

[dst] 1 byte  Destination ID 

[src] 1 byte  “0” (Master) 

[data] 0 bytes 

 

DATA Message 

 

[cCtRsFef] 8 bytes 

[size] 2 bytes “14” – “1037” 

[msg] 1 byte  “1” 

[dst] 1 byte  Destination ID 

[src] 1 byte  Source ID 

[data] 1–1024 bytes Raw data (max 1024 bytes) 
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DATA_DONE Message 

 

[cCtRsFef] 8 bytes  

[size] 2 bytes “13” 

[msg] 1 byte  “2” 

[dst] 1 byte  “0” (Master) 

[src] 1 byte  Source ID 

[data] 0 bytes 

 

QUERY_ID Message 

 

[cCtRsFef] 8 bytes 

[size] 2 bytes “13” 

[msg] 1 byte  “3” 

[dst] 1 byte  Destination ID 

[src] 1 byte  “0” (Master) 

[data] 0 bytes 

 

ID Message 

 

[cCtRsFef] 8 bytes 

[size] 2 bytes “13” 

[msg] 1 byte  “4” 

[dst] 1 byte  “0” (Master) 

[src] 1 byte  Source ID 

[data] 0 bytes 
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4 FAP DRIVER AND API 
4.1 Introduction 

The purpose of the FAP Driver and the Associated API is to provide a simple and clean interface 
to the user.  It also avoids the user from dealing with the intricacies of the protocol details. 

The FAP driver from Concurrent Technologies, Plc includes two main components: a Serial Port 
Driver and the FAP library.  Therefore, to get an operational FAP bus, install the Serial Port 
Driver (next section) and link the user application code with the FAP library. 

 

4.2 Serial Driver Installation 
1. Disable COM port 2 

a. Press F2 and enter the BIOS Menu 

b. “Advanced-> LPC Control Sub-Menu” 

c. Now disable Ch1 Serial Port 

d. “ESC -> Exit -> Exit Saving Changes” and then “YES” 

2. Boot system into a Red Hat Linux system. 

3. Install the RPM file (Need to be root to do this) 

 $ rpm –ivh fap-<version>.rpm 

4. Install the Driver 

(The FAP library and Driver will be installed at usr/local/fap)  

 $ cd /usr/local/fap/serialDriver 

 $ ./install_drv.sh 

This will install the Serial Port Driver and create the /dev/cctS1 entry. 

To uninstall the driver… 

 $ cd /usr/local/fap/serialDriver 

 $ ./uninstall_drv.sh 

 

4.3 Linking with the FAP library. 
1. The FAP API/Library interface file can be found at… 

./usr/local/fap/fap.h 

2. Include this file in the user application. 

3. When linking the user application, make sure to also link with the Pthreads and Real Timer 
libraries 

eg. gcc userFile1.o userFile2.o –o userProgram –L [usr/local/fap] –lfap –lpthread -lrt 

NOTE:  ensure correct specification of location of the libfpa.a file after the “-L” 
 

NOTE:  ./usr/local/fap/examples contains an example FAP application and an 
associated makefile. 
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4.4 Interface File  (fap.h) 
/*------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
/*                                                                        */ 
/* File Name       : fap.h                                                */ 
/* Description     : FAP Driver Interface                                 */ 
/* Notes           :                                                      */ 
/*                                                                        */ 
/*------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
#ifndef  FAP_H 
#define  FAP_H 
 
typedef  unsigned char  u8   ; 
typedef           char  s8   ; 
typedef  unsigned short u16  ; 
typedef           short s16  ; 
typedef  unsigned long  u32  ; 
typedef           long  s32  ; 
typedef  unsigned int   usys ; 
typedef           int   ssys ; 
 
#define  GOOD     0 
 
/* Error codes */ 
#define  BAD        1 
#define  E_PARAM    2    
#define  E_VALUE    3 
#define  E_INIT     4 
#define  E_RES      5 
 
/* MODES */ 
#define  FAP_MASTER 0 
#define  FAP_SLAVE  1 
 
typedef  struct    fapT 
{ 
    usys id        ; 
    usys mode      ; 
    usys idcTime   ; 
 } fapT ; 
 
#define  MAX_SLAVES      32 
#define  MAX_DATA_SIZE   1024 
 
/* API */ 
extern   usys      fapInit      (void) ; 
extern   usys      fapAddSlave  (usys id) ; 
extern   usys      fapRemSlave  (usys id) ; 
extern   usys      fapConfig    (fapT *config) ; 
extern   usys      fapTx        (u8 *data, usys  size, usys  id) ; 
extern   usys      fapRx        (u8 *data, usys *size, usys *id) ; 
 
#endif /* ! FAP_H */ 
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4.5 fapInit() 
Declaration: 
usys   fapInit (char *devName, usys baudRate) ; 

 
Include File: 
fap.h 

 
Parameters: 

devName RS-485 Device Name, for the TP A41, the device name is /dev/ttyS1 
 which is mapped to COM-2 

baudRate Baud rate of the device.  Possible values are: 
 9600, 19200, 38400, 57600 and 115200. 

 

Description: 

Initializes the FAP driver 
 

Returns: 

GOOD FAP is initialized 

E_INIT FAP is already initialized 

BAD Possible reasons are:- 
 a) Cannot Allocate Memory 
     -or- 
 b) Cannot initialize the RS-485 hardware 
 

Notes: 

(1) This function must be called before calling any other FAP API calls. 
(2) This function must be called only once. 

 

Example Code: 
usys status ; 
 
/* Configure the COM-2 RS-485 Port */ 
status = fapInit (“/dev/ttyS1”,115200) ; 
if (status != GOOD) 
{ 
   printf (“ERROR: fapInit() Failed with Status %d !!!\n”, status) ; 
   return BAD ; 
} 
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4.6 fapConfig() 
 
Declaration: 
usys fapConfig (fapT *config) ; 

 
Include File: 
fap.h 

 

Parameters: The fapT structure includes … 

mode FAP operational mode.  Either FAP_MASTER or FAP_SLAVE. 

idcTime  ID Cycle in seconds. The default is 15 Seconds between each ID Cycle. 
 Only valid in FAP_MASTER mode. 

id When mode = FAP_MASTER, id should be zero 
 When mode = FAP_SLAVE, id should be a unique non-zero value 
 

Description: 

Configure the FAP Mode (Master or Slave) 
 

Returns: 
 

GOOD Call was successfully 
E_PARAM Invalid mode 
E_VALUE When mode is FAP_MASTER, the id was not zero 
 -or- 
 When mode is FAP_SLAVE, the id is not unique or was Zero. 

E_INIT FAP is not initialized. Call fapInit() before calling this function. 
 

Notes: 

Only 1 MASTER can exist on a single RS-485 Serial Bus. 

Example code: 

Master Configuration: 

 
usys   status ; 
fapT   config ; 
 
config.mode    = FAP_MASTER ; 
config.id      = 0  ; 
config.idcTime = 15 ; 
status = fapConfig (&config) ; 

 

Slave Configuration: 
 
config.mode    = FAP_SLAVE ; 
config.id      = 7  ; 
status = fapConfig (&config) ; 
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4.7 fapAddSlave() 
 
Declaration: 
usys   fapAddSlave (usys id) ; 
 

Include File: 
fap.h 

 

Inputs: 

id  Slave’s ID.  Valid options are 1 – 31. 

 

Description: 

Adds a Slave into the FAP Master’s Slave List so the Slave can participate in the FAP  
RS-485 Bus. 

 
Returns: 

GOOD Call was successfully. At the next ID cycle, the Master will present the Slave  
 with an ID cycle and if the Slave responds with a valid ID, it will thereafter be  
 presented with SEND_DATA messages. 

E_VALUE Slave ID is already configured or was zero. 

E_INIT FAP is not initialized. Call fapInit() before calling this function. 
 

Notes: 

WARNING:  Multiple Tasks/Threads cannot call this function simultaneously. 
 

This API call is only valid for an FAP Master 
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4.8 fapRemSlave() 
 
Declaration: 
usys   fapRemSlave (usys id) ; 
 
Include File: 
fap.h 
 
Parameters: 

id Slave’s ID.  Valid options are 1 – 31. 

Description: 

Remove a Slave from the FAP RS-485 bus Protocol. 
 

Returns: 

GOOD Call was successfully. Master will not allow Slave to participate in any more  
 RS-485 bus activities. 
E_VALUE Slave ID is not currently in the Master’s Slave list. 
E_INIT FAP is not initialized.  Need to call fapInit() before calling this function. 

Notes: 

WARNING:  Multiple Tasks/Threads cannot call this function simultaneously. 
 

This API call is only valid for an FAP Master 
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4.9 fapTx() 
 
Declaration: 
usys   fapTx (u8 *data, usys size, usys id) ; 
 

Include File: 
fap.h 

Parameters: 

data Pointer to data 

size Size of data in bytes 

id ID of receiving participant 

Description: 

Transmit data to another FAP participant 

Returns: 

GOOD Call was successful 

E_VALUE Size is greater than the Maximum Packet Size which is 1024 Bytes 

E_INIT  FAP is not initialized.  Need to call fapInit() before calling this function. 

E_RES FAP Driver’s Transmit Buffers are full 

 

Notes: 

WARNING:  Multiple Tasks/Threads cannot call this function simultaneously. 
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4.10 fapRx() 
 
Syntax: 
usys   fapRx (u8 *data, usys *size, usys *id) ; 
 
Include File: 
fap.h 

 

Parameters: 

data Caller instantiated Data buffer - should be able to accommodate 1024 bytes. 

size Caller instantiated Size location – contains the size when the call returns. 

id Caller instantiated ID location – contains the Sender ID when the call returns. 

 

Description: 

Receive data from another FAP Participant 
 

Returns: 

GOOD  Call was successfully.  The size will contain data from a FAP device. 
id will contain the Sender ID 

E_INIT FAP is not initialized.  Need to call fapInit() before calling this function. 

E_RES No Data in the Receive Buffers 
 

Notes: 

WARNING:  Multiple Tasks/Threads cannot call this function simultaneously. 
 
This is a non-blocking call 
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